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Empyrion oxygen generator missing

H2/O2 generators periodically create oxygen bottles and hydrogen bottles. Specifically, bottles are generated alternately at intervals of 120s (real time), starting with a Hydrogen Bottle. Note that H2/O2 generators cannot be powered by Fuel Pack (Hydrogen); they can only use Fuel Pack (Promethium) (large or small). Currently, the power usage of the generator is about 70kW (not the 10kW declared in the game). A Fuel Pack (Promethium) therefore feeds it for about 42 minutes (real time), and generates 10-11 bottles of oxygen and
hydrogen bottles. H2/O2 generators are one of the most efficient uses of your Fuel Pack (Promethium). Empyrion survivors know: connect this advanced generator with the Promethium packs, and get more than enough hydrogen packs to power everything else. Oxygen generator takes oxygen from water, snow and other sources and then bottles it for use in an Oxygen Station with an oxygen tank. To make proper use of the generator, it must be partially placed (not submerged) in one of the above-mentioned sources. The first of those
you'll probably find will be water. The generator requires power from items such as fuel packs to work. (1) The fuel package will increase the oxygen generator's operating time by 25 minutes in real time. From Empyrion: Galactic Survival Wiki Empyrion - Galactic Survival &gt; General Discussions &gt; Topic Details Missing Oxygen Generator ? duno if anyone can help but when I started the game I never implanted the oxygen generator in the water as the starting planet had oxygen and I do not think I need it two weeks later and I am flying
to the moon and now realize that I need loads of oxygen .... problem is that I can not find my oxygen generation now so I must have put it wrong or something ?no problem I thought , ill just build a new one in my builder but gues what .... there is no option to build one? So mabe I need to unlock it in my technical tree first but next to the water generator where it should be there is nothing? so im kinda stuck =(does anyone know if it's possible to get another one somewhere or is there another way to get oxygen?or am I missing something
really stupid?any help or idears would be great thank you=) Note: This is just to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic posts (harassment, fighting or rude). Empyrion - Galactic Survival &gt; General Discussions &gt; Topic Details missing O2 generator I've been playing Empyrion for a while, and it's currently my favorite game. I've been running into a cork recently, though. As the game is now, I can't build an oxygen generator. It's not in the builder's menu or the tech tree. Without an O2 generator, can't start on an unbreathable
planet (and survive), and you can't go into space. Has the generator been replaced by something else I'm missing? Do any of you know what's going on? Or, that's just a one Supervisão. Engraçado como uma coisa tão simples pode tornar o jogo injogável. Nota: Este é apenas para ser usado para relatar spam, publicidade e postagens problemáticas (assédio, briga ou rude). all\[*] Neutron star: fixed jet animation[\/list],commentcount:588,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_487888941_1596622485_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2792747686848621992,event_gid:2729697292066450266,voteupcount:2035,votedowncount:123},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2792747686848621992,rtime32_last_modified:1604897577,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1596622486,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:2035,votes_down:123,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1635292137552248923,gidfeature2:2792747686848621992},{gid:4232772498097392339,clan_steamid:103582791439059554,event_name:Alpha 12.3,event_type:13,appid:383120,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1595499060,rtime32_end_time:1595503801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198142988813,last_update_steamid:76561198075413661,event_notes:see announcement
12.3,posttime:1595499091,updatetime:1596121242,body:[h3]Hi Galactic Survivalists! [\/h3] Today we're launching Alpha 12.3. This will be the latest version 12.x before we leave Early Access on August 5th. Read the sticky ads [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/news-announcements.6\/]dev blogs[\/url] here for more information on this topic. Alpha 12.3 not only adds new content, such as new drone models, new NPCs, towers and T2 laser drills for Small Ships and such. The new version also updates the game to Unity 2019.4,
which means a lot of backend work had to happen in the meantime. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\/9538146\/452fc4050606158e71a80e2951fe45b79467c1.png[\/img]Of course the update includes several bug fixes as well as optimizations and adjustments - for example, in spatial AI. When an NPC drone, ship or station is you, they will send the information to the entire faction in the system, and the faction can send some system ships to deal with the threat. For new and experienced players, the difficulty settings now set, whether you will
keep all your stuff (Easy), toolbar content only (Medium) or everything falls as before (Hard) when you resurface after death. We've also added a dynamic warp sequence instead of the old loading screen. And in case you need to rest from all the explorers, just sit on any bench, chair, sofa or other suitable furniture. ;)Ass:[list][*] Before reporting a bug, please [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/read-before-reporting-bug-report-template-requirements-known-issues-troubleshooting.47082\\\Read this[\/url][*] Post bug reports
[url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/bugs.24\/]here[\/url][\/list]We hope you enjoy Alpha 12.3! :)- [i]Empyrion Dev Team[\/i]============UPDATE 2020-07-30: Alpha 12.3.3 Patch (Build 3034)[b][u]Changes[/u][\/b][list][*] Data Updated output 04 (vermillion)[*] updated REBAR and SPATHE prefabricated CVs (XCaliber)[*] Added prefabricated shiv SV (XCaliber)[*] Reduced chance of plasma blaster (PlasmaCannonAlien)[*] Added polaris trading station variant (vermillion)[*] Added Civil Waystations[**] Added Civilian Waystations[**]
Added Civilian Waystations[**] Added Civil Waystations[**] Added Civilian Waystations[**] Added Civilian Waystations[**] Added Waystation Civil] Updated Way Trader stations and NPC spawns[*] Changed weapon sounds and effects in alien Plasma Cannon[*] Slightly increased Alien Plasma Cannon Blast Damage[*] Changed the weapon projectile effect on Pulse Laser Towers (T2) for appearance and visibility to besser in space[*] Adjusted visibility of stats in information from for portable plasma cannons[*] Added: New Abandoned-PO AI
Dungeon \Abandoned Mounting Yard\ (Fractalite)[*] Added: Civil Settlements + Freighter (sulusdacor)[*] Network Optimization: Lower position/rotation refresh rate for entities that are farther away[*] Set all block device textures back to 1024 pixels to save the main memory until we can compress the texture arrays again. As there are few details in textures, this change will hardly be visible. [*] Set all hangar and shutter doors from 4k to 2k pixels[*] Instance lock after sow: set from 5s to 2s[\/list][b][u][]Corrections[\/u][\/b][list][*] Removed an
optional positive sign '+' in ItemsConfig, can lead to CoQ depending on the culture configured[*] CoQ triggered crossing borders[*] Fixed: MeshDead of TraderKriel1[*] PDA: Repeatable notifications \quest available\ that appear with each charge in a salvation[*] Fixed: chapters asking to be rewarded\/not progress [*] Fixed: TOP Mission does not trigger correct dialogue in Pirate Commander and Paymaster[*] Ships that teleport to orbit when entering the rescue game[*] Leaving an instance via ESC puts you back[*] Trying to rename or delete
a rescue game after exiting the rescue is not possible \Some files are blocked , please try again later\[*] Fixed: MarketCafe Trader's Item Line[*] Added missing dead prefab human trader; added missing dead merchant _dedi prefabs. [*] Added suitable controller to TalonTraderDead 1 and 2 prefabs. [*] Avatar size failure after bathroom block spam[*] Salad structures are removed moments after a player puts their own core in the structure[*] Fixed problem that the player could turn off enemy base shields by being near it and pressing the
client's hotkey[*] CoQ fixed on the cmd console 'prefabinfo'[*] Fixed problem in parameters for loot drops[*] Lost Asian characters fixed in PDA HUD and Logistics window container dropdowns[*] Space Drone AI: drone continues to spawn after taking fixed POI bug -&gt; [*] Zirax towers do not work in Multiplayer[*] CoQ on Opening Inventory[*] Fixed huge memory leak when traveling between sectors that contained planets. The planet textures and mesh were not released correctly. [*] several other exceptions \/ CoQ's[\/list]====2020-07-27:
Alpha 12.3.2 Patch (Build 3024)[b]Changes:[\/b][list][*] Tutorial can now be started from main menu via 'Start Tutorial' button[*] Dedi: improved shutdown of surplus idle servers[*] Disconnect improvements: less network traffic for structure state updates (updates now only every 5s, for fuel, O2, Solar Panel, Shield, etc)[*] Allow fixed POI's of types HV and CV to be used in PDA checks[*] Disconnect improvements: less network traffic for entity position updates[*] GameEvent DeviceUsed now also reports when getting seated in a cockpit[*]
Renamed AnomalousStations space POI to display as \Infested Stations\ instead of Matter Converter[*] Updated: The Legacy Corruptor POI (Kaeser)[*] Updated: Rados Missile Base Snow (vermillion)[*] Updated: TSO_Variant2 (Traders Guild Trading Station) (vermillion)[*] Updated P: Kriel Imperium (Escarli) [*] Added: PiratesCity added to pirate space POIs (original creator: LSX; modified by sulusdacor)[*] Added 'gm ic' or 'invincible gm' for the player to be in God mode, but move normally[*] Added doc to new
GetInstanceTicket(playfieldname)[*] Instances: Now the last 3 active instances are saved per player. Deny player if he wants to join another instance while he still has 3 active instances. [*] Added alien plasma cannon loads to trader InterWeap[*] Added Alien Plasma Cannon (Extra Rare Loot)[*] Robinson Protocol disabled for standard scenario[*] Standard scenario adjusted PDA gamestart[\/list][b]Run:[\/b][list][*] The bike can launch the player when played after the motorcycle clips under the ground[*]Space AI Manager update - better unit
cleanup, threat position prediction speed limited to 200, speed added for debugging[*] Fixed animation component problem with OfficerFemale2[*] Increased LOD0 visibility distance for prefabricated SoldierHumanMaleXXX. No LODs with fewer triangles for these models - can impact performance[*] [MP] \The rocket tower (Zirax)\ does not work in MP[*] DB: parameter type corrected in AddChatMessage query[*] Fixed: SV Drill T2 was already available in unlock lvl 10 (should have been 20)[*] The player's avatar can increase in size when
another player removes the cockpit in which he is sitting[*] Fixed that the playing fields have sometimes begun to count on -1 and not 1[*] Fixed that playing fields for example started counting at -1 and not 1[*] Fixed that playing fields sometimes started counting at -1 and not 1[*] Fixed game fields for example started counting at -1 and not 1[*] Fixed that the playing fields for example started counting at -1 and not 1[*] Fixed that the playing fields for example sometimes started counting on -1 and not 1[* *] Disconnecting in warp leaves the
sector coordinate wrong in the player[*] PDA: Repeatable \quest notifications that appear with each payload in a rescue[*] Ships teleporting to orbit when entering the rescue game[*] multiple AI
exceptions[\/list]=============================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================spatial
AI - better unit cleanup, threat position prediction speed limited to 200, speed added to debug[\/list][b]Fixes:[\/b][list][*] several exceptions related to space AI[*] Fix: Space AI Manager - client icon update package was sent 1x per second, instead of 'on change' [\/list]================================================[h3]CHANGELOG[\/h3] (Build 2995)[list][*] Built with 2019.4 - please , check for any unusual behavior[*] Added new communication channel 4 for low communication prio dedi client to get less disconnections from
You can now sit on most furniture (except beds)[*] Added updated variants of Human, Talon and Zirax Trader (Now wearing a stylized Traders Guild member outfit)[*] Added TraderKriel to trader variants[*] Trading station updated in the Initial System with Admincore[*] Static warp unit screen exchanged with dynamic bending unit effect[*] Maxcount for Detectors set to 1[*] No connect to a server : The server now waits for a client recognition per config file to decrease traffic that is sent to clients[*] Changed the color of the CIVIL (static neutral)
faction to WHITE[*] Space AI Manager - added configuration documentation to the ExampleSpace playfield[*] Parasaurus escape mechanism set to be less agitated[*] Changed logic for growing plants in structures (global era before)[*] Dedi now waits 40 seconds for a playfield server to be less agitated[*] Changed logic for growing plants in structures (was global before)[*] Dedi now waits 40 seconds for a game game server a playing field (old 20 sec)[*] Added: new Human NPC (Civil Female\/Male\/Officers)[*] Added: 6 Soldiers (Assault
Rifle/Shotgun)[*] Trading Station Variants now all have administrative core[*] Added ability to turn off the SpaceDefense feature globally and allow the spaceDefense debug log[*] Terrain Spawn: Creepy now standard faction 'Alien' spawn (= It's a legacy beast)[*] Terrain Spawn: AlienBug02 set to Predator faction (Before: Alien; bug creatures are not directly linked to Legacy)[*] Terrain Spawn: Hexapod &amp; Assassins (Red and Gray) now belong to the Kriel faction by default[*] Terrain Spawn: AlienCivilian and new HumanCivilians are set
to the civilian faction by default[*] Added new soldiers and civilians to the trade station in the early world(s) and orbit[*] Added Pirate Defense Desert and Snow[*] Added\/updated Pirate Ambush Desert and Snow[*] Updated : Abandoned reactor[*] Added new civilian outposts[*] Updated old civil stations[*] Added civil faction to galaxies and playing fields[*] Updated stock design: CORE Avalon base[*] Added new Zirax patrol vessels (PV)[*] Updated Pv on all game fields[*] Game time improvements (SP+ MP, to reduce the rubber band)[*]
Polaris Trading Station Updated (Planet), Polaris &amp; Zirax Orbital Patrol Vessels, Abandoned Reactor[*] Updated Orbital Freighters, Blue Moon Base Stock Project[*] Added: Legacy Corruptor[*] Added: New crashed ship[*] Removed old collision sound while the new sound is played now[*] Outputting now \Cannot create mesh for block= ... Please fix this texture!\ when a truss block has the wrong texture. Please fix these plants! [*] Gameoptions.yaml: added BackpackMode 0\/1 to allow you to turn off backpacks fall at death (set it to 1)[*]
Gameoptions.yaml: added ClientPrivacy to allow server owners to file IP addresses for a limited time[*] Pulse laser (fixed) now available for HV[*] Activated Drill, DrillT2 and Harvest Controller for SV[*] Added minigun tower to SV[*] Increased Energy For all ship laser drills (HV,CV,SV)[*] A slightly increased mass of ship drill T1[*] Legacy shading updates to avoid failures with Unity 2019.4[*] Console command 'playfields' now has gameMaster rights[*] Added hard coded rights to hard code cover for ROF cap of 0.1 to not allow more than 10
bullets per second to save network bandwidth[*] The player now sends only 10 position updates per second to the server instead of fps dependent (OPTIMIZATION NW)[*] The U2019.4 fix for shaders will increase memory consumption to about Assault rifle and Sniper now adductor : speed up queries that are executed more than once followed using transactions[*] DB: error message output if a query needs more than 50ms[*] Added DeviceUsed game event when the player uses a passenger seat[*] When a block falls because of si and
you pick it up on time again, you can now specify a 'PickupTarget' 'PickupTarget' 'PickupTarget' for this block[*] Disconnect improvements:[*] Sending global package information also on the low prio channel now[*] Changed some packages (chat, db data, pinginfo) for low prio channel and also decreased the frequency of the ping information packet to 20s (old: 5s)[*] Channel priorities adjusted for less disconnections on heavy traffic servers[*] Space AI Manager Update: Debug UI temporary update to release, build, build, build fixed speed
forecast, debug display added for search range[*] Added destroyed models for Trader and Polaris space drones[*] Added legacy space drone (no model destroyed yet)[*] HV\/SV T2 Laser Drill now allowed in space and on planets[*] Added two versions of 'beaten' Space Drone Laser for civil faction (not yet added to the playing fields)[\/list][i]Thanks to all our builders and community collaborators! [\/i] [b] Fixes:[\/b][list][*] Jetpack failure through thin blocks[*] Fixed PDA markers \DB late access error\ and removal of hanging markers[*] Fixed
rotation being wrong on some of the NPC consoles even though NPCModelRotation is set to False[*] Fixed regression that fixed that Field depth being active when looking at distant terrain[*] CoQ prevents players from being able to catch the portable builder[*] Fixed Vegetation showing in POIs[*] THE BA AI towers is not working[*] Fixed: Large console available only on Bases[*] Fix for error -ERR- No Animator on block with id=... [*] The forced playfield disconnects while working with Space Base Defense Exploration[*] Fixed: If a playfield
model has the same name as the playing field, a CoQ happens and this player can no longer log in[*] Fixed problem than loading of playing fields (esp. on playfield servers) it took a long time leading up to a death of these pf servers while loading the playfield[*] Galaxy map CoQ while placing a waypoint on a planet on another star[*] Fixed: ControlStation seats did not work[*] Fix for some scenarios that did not carry[*] Fixed problem that after clearing the deposits you could not see it in the registry anymore[*] Fixed: Teleporter in non-active
TS_Bog[*] Fixed: Advanced Core not defined as requirement for bp factory[*] Morph blocks from one structure to another after teleportation[*] Fixed : Broken turretalien firing effect[*] Fixed exception with generator overload message[*] Oxygen distribution during decompression problem[*] When looking through a scope weapon on an orbiting planet\/moons etc. they move incorrectly depending on the movement of the scope[*] MP: Fix for exception when the generator detected overload and outputs message[*] Console command 'tt': no fold
effect but only the teleportation donut now[*] Record: Resource asteroids are now filtered correctly by clicking the filter button for resources[*] Fixed: Zircax towers allowed on plants[*] [MP] Legacy faction ship will not fire on player ships[*] Fixed item exploration[*] BaseAttack Talon Shaman does not show flag icon in Multiplayer[*] Multiplayer[*] NW packet that was sent to server and back to all clients in a loop (should improve nw performance)[*] Fixed SSG exception in exporting YAML[*] MP files: fixed galaxy map not showing star system
focused information beyond Local Star Towers[*] AI Towers can sometimes take a long time to react to enemy targets[*] Galaxy Overview Territory is not located \Discovered by FACTION\[*] [U2019.4] Graphic artifacts with the range of planet design [U2019.4] Graphic artifacts with the haze of the atmosphere revealing[*] Fixed nervousness of nearby planets[*] Floating grass seen within POI vegetation[*] Showing in POIs[*] Potential correction from bugs to rubber banding mechanoids[*] The Logi network range with or without wireless
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device has wrong tracks[*] Fixed bug that the Station Interface was not considering a general discount for repair[*] Disconnect improvements : EAC packages are now sent with high priority[*] Fixed: Maxcount not enabled for SV Minigun Turret[*] see [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/tool-eah-empyrion-admin-helper-v1-49-x.5771\/page-68#post-409027]Patch Notes[\/url][\/list],commentcount:213,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_487791598_1595501688_0,mod_require_rereview],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:4068391109749168216,event_gid:423272498097392339,voteupcount:1205,votedowncount:33},published:1,hidden:0.rtime32_visibility_start:0.rtime32_visibility_end:0.broadcaster_accountid:0.follower_count:0.ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:40 rtime32_last_modified:1604886045,news_post_gid
rtime_mod_reviewed:15955016888,featured_app_tagid:0:referenced_appids:1205,news_post_gid:1205,news_post_gid:1205,votes_up:1205,votes_down:33:comment_type 33:ForTopicum,gidfeature:1635292137552248923,gidfeature2:4068391109749168216},{gid:2382915044654299551,clan_steamid:103582791439059554,event_name:Alpha 12 Public Release,event_type:14,appid:383120,server_address server_password :,rtime32_start_time:1592216220,rtime32_end_time:15922220601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid
&lt;4&gt;:76561198142988813, last_update_steamid:76561198142988813, event_notes:see ad 12 Public Release,posttime:1592216041,updatetime:1592577210,body:[h3]Hi Galactic Survivalists! [\/h3] Today is the day: we are releasing Alpha 12 to the public! [previewyoutube=nlXYsKCU818;full] [\/previewyoutube] First, a big thank you to all our bug testers and reporters and all of you players out there, sharing feedback on the updated new features, starting new games and retesting new setup over and over again. This can't be valued
enough! :)For those who have not actively followed the experimental phases, find a brief detail of some of the main features below. As you read, we suggest opening our [url=https:\/\/soundcloud.com\/alexzanderjordon\/sets\/empyrion-galactic-survival-1]Empyrion Soundtrack[\/url] and checking out the three new tracks 'Legacy Faction', created by Alex Jordon[h3]Feature Overview[\/h3]1. The Galaxy[list][*] A fully randomly generated galaxy with several thousand star systems. [*] For starters, the galaxy offers nearly two dozen new celestial
objects, such as different types of sun, gas giants and even black holes! [*] The skybox in any orbit is now showing the true stars of the galaxy and their nebulae. Both elements are displayed correctly, depending on where you are in the galaxy. [*] Each of the (new) main factions of the NPC not only has its own POI and craft design, but also has its own territory in the galaxy: Zirax, Polaris, Kriel, Traders Guild, Pirates, The Legacy (UCH and Talon are also available, but are used as an implicit faction in the standard game) [\/list]2. Station
services[list][*] When within range of a station that has station services enabled, open your vessel's control panel (P) and find the new 'Station Services' tab. [*] You can buy and replenish fuel, ammo and pentaxid, as well as repair your ship (repair-2-template!) and quickly load your shield - in case you have the necessary credits. [\/list] 3. All new scanning detection systems [list][*] Detectors, available as portable devices with low range, but also for each vessel, will reveal deposits and points of interest while actively managed. [*] Detectors
work on planets and in space! [\/list] 4. Teleporter building players [list][*] Add a teleporter device to your base or your capital ship to create shortcuts between your structures or simply to prevent landing or have to go out in your spacesuit.. [*] You can use teleportation destinations from discovered stations of npc-friendly factions [\/list][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/9538146\/3b2bcbe6125d7fdc86b9ecc1ae9113ce3e1618fe.jpg[\/img]5. The player avatar now has choices when with an NPC (depending on the mission or NPC configuration, of
course)[*] The dialog system can be used to create short missions (without using the PDA) or react dynamically to what the player achieved in a [\/list]6 mission. Storyline[list][*] The game now includes the first part a multi-staged storyline, which currently includes six consecutive chapters for several hours of play! [*] The Robinson Protocol Tutorial has also been updated, especially for early vessel repairs and basic fundamentals. [\/list] 7. Crafts[list][*] Four new materials: Titanium, Platinum, Aluminum and Ice[*] (Note: Titanium plates will be
used for hardened steel from now on. Sathium plates (old 'hardened steel plates') will be used for combat steel.) [*] Stack up to 4000+ a lot of balancing (blocks, devices, techtree etc)[*] Persistent classification by inventory by savegame &amp; auto-stacks when used! [\/list] 8. Registration[list][*] The Record has been enhanced until it serves as your personal Travel Book, reaching all your discoveries and allowing you to easily navigate all your items and plan your next steps [*] Markers and markers can be shown beyond the boundaries of
the playing field (managed in the Registry), for example, you can see your base marker from orbit. [\/list] 9. Multiplayer[list][*] The old leaderboard has now been created on a full leaderboard with up to 15 rankings, whether you are personally, all players or your faction[*] The proximity record is an addition to the Registry. It will show which players have approached one of your structures[*] Offline chat messages have been added! [*] The Marketplace has also received several updates, for example, you can now claim your goods on any
Trading Station Device if you do this remotely some shipping costs are applied. [\/list]10. CPU [list][*] The CPU system now offers the 'Advanced Core' which, by replacing the core of structures, will remove cpu limitations. He can only be squeeathed from very dangerous enemies.. [*] The CPU system offers a buff not to exceed the amount of CPU level points[\/list][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/9538146\/6cbd72c7211f72e6b1c73065e692525201575b886f.jpg[\/img]In addition to these main features, Alpha 12, of course, will add a lot of other
changes as well. For example:[list][*] New Snow Novice Planet for experienced players! No Tutorial or help given, but all Story and Loyalty missions are enabled. [*] Invader against. Fully upgraded Standard Defender and Multiplayer scenarios[*] NPC Faction structures in space will require reinforcements when you attack them[*] Generators now take damage and explode after 2 minutes, when they constantly overload[*] You can now resurface in a survival tent and you'll have respawn options to generate in npc factions or structures of their
own (without the home button set)[*] Use the new TOKEN system to create key cards and such. [*] Crowds of updates and additions POI, device model updates and Rebalances! [*] All game settings are now available for you to edit in the configuration folder! [\/list] A change is perhaps one of the most important, although it is not really visible to you as a player: the Database.The 'database' is now the backbone of the game and most of the of Alpha 12 trust him or it would not have been possible at all. Many changes had to happen behind
the curtain before the features of Alpha 12 had a chance to get in full swing. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\/9538146\/5c33a272b5f1a6778ecc4cbb4a3e03615c0c6e3f.jpg[\/img]Let's define, of course, feedback topics for each of the key features [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/faq-feedback.25\/]here[\/url] in the next few hoursWithout asking any questions there and help us track and eliminate remaining bugs, reporting them here: [list][*] [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/read-before-reporting-bug-report-template-
requirements-known-issues-troubleshooting.47082\/]Read first[\/url][*] [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/bugs.24\/]Bug reports[\/url][*] Note: Please retest your A11.5 issues not yet resolved! [*] Most A11 &amp; A12 bugs fixed during A12 Exp can be found [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/fixed.90\/]here[\/url][\/list]Now, without further ado - have fun playing Alpha 12! We look forward to your feedback! Cheers, [i]Empyrion Dev Team &amp; QA[\/i]PS: All our multiplayer servers will be completely erased for the release of
Alpha 12, including the benefits gained from EAH Virtual Orbital Autominers to ensure a clean and fair resumption in alpha 12 season. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/9538146\/aab1dd2cb410d5673c7c8b69cb86f88b16afdd85.png[\/img]Foe those interested, please find the [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/alpha-12-public-release.93917\/]full changelog[\/url] at the end of the copy of this release post in our forum.============Latest updates:- 2020-06-19 [url=
:\///empyriononline\/empyriononline\/empyriononline\/empyriononline\/empyriononline\com /threads\/alpha-12-1-patch.94088\/]Patch 12.1[\/url],commentcount:242,tags:[mod_reviewed,ModAct_487791598_1592217735_0,mod_require_rereview],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2445965890668955628,event_gid:2382915044299551,voteupcount:1 804,votedowncount:26},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0.follower_count:0.ignore_count:0.forum_topic_id
2445965890668955628,rtime32_last_modified:1604886049,news_post_gid:0.rtime_mod_reviewed:1592217735,featured_app_tagid:0.referenced_appids:[],votes_up:1804 votes_down:26,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1635292137552248923,gidfeature2:2445965890668955628},{gid:2382915044637213431,clan_steamid :1035827914390595554 , event_name:Alpha 12 EXP - Phase
6,event_type:28,appid:383120,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1591807380,rtime32_end_time:1591810920,comment_count:0:creator_steamid 7:76561198142988813,last_update_steamid:7656119814298813.event_notes:see ad 12 EXP - Phase 6,posttime:1591807391,updatetime:1591807391,body:[h3]Hi Galactic Survivalists! [\/h3] Giving a fixed date for a version is always a bit risky, but if everything goes accordingly, you should save the following date for the public release of Empyrion Alpha 12: June 15. As well
as a warning, although we know that all members of our community are practically aware of the following: If today's trial phase 6 and the launch of phase 7 (scheduled for this Friday) show any serious problems, well, then the launch day will of course be postponed a day or two. ;)What being said, on behalf of the Eleon Game Studios development team and the QA team: thank you very much for your huge amount of positive feedback on the upcoming alpha 12 features and thank you even more for all the bug reports and helpful feedback!
:)With the release of today's phase 6,2019s, we've added a lot more fixes and tweaks, but also a new variant to start your gaming experience: Snow Starter! [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\/9538146\/c35263c815700402900022a5e29ed130226abe1.png[\/img]Note: Snow Starter will NOT offer any tutorial, but will allow you to play all missions. Please find the full changelog added below. As usual:[list][*] Report bugs and issues only about [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/bugs.34\/]here[\/url][*] Any bug fixed for A12 can be found
[url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/tracking-filed.91\/]here[\/url][*] Known issues [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/... problems-troubleshooting themselves.47118\/#post-290341]List[\/url][*] Fixed trial bugs can be found [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/fixed.90\/]here[\/url][\/list]While the experimental phases last, we will continue to update [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/alpha-12-experimental-updates-and-hotfixes.92687\/]this post[\/url] with the latest trial version changelogs for hotfixes and bugfix
intermediate patches. To discuss the updated new features, visit the threads posted on our [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/experimental-features-discussion.35\/]Experimental Feedback Forum[\/url][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\/9538146\/d83123fd487b523aa38f38f38f38f392603b1091e09409.jpg[\/img]Important note, related to our Experimental Server: the server needs to be deleted with today's update, as we integrate some database-related changes that will help us improve not just multiplayer-related features. Cleaning is
also required to introduce all poi changes as well as have Station Services added to the game world – which is, for the same reasons, recommended for Single Player as well. For those who play the new Invader vs. Defender Scenario, know that a final version will come with the public release next week. For public release, we strongly recommend starting a new game with the release version, for All the latest fixes and features in your multiplayer and singleplayer games! Have fun playing! :)[img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/9538146\/aaa0e7511a31a1f8c2710cbd438c8a426966e00 [\/img]== CHANGELOG ==GALAXY[list][*] Slightly increased probability of all NPC factions appearing in non-faction al-faction territory[*] Added green/blue nebula color. Nebulae change color a little faster now[*] Nebulas: billboards adjusted a little, nebulae are now colored according to their positioning to avoid many adjacent colors[*] Slightly desaturated/blue nebula[*] Solar system map: additional ability to highlight all moons[\/list]STATION SERVICES[**]
All TradingStations (orbital) are now offering Station Services[*] Station Services added to many more orbital stations (those that make sense and with services that apply primarily to the POIs theme)[*] All Polaris Trading Stations novice plantations are now offering station services[*] Prices added and adjusted for all items related to 'Station Service' (ItemsConfig\/BlocksConfig)) [*] Added ingame message when a player approaches enough of a structure with station services[*] Added faction logo to the station services window [\/list]GAME
WORLD[list][*] Added new SNOW STARTER playback field (No Tutorial; All History and Loyalty missions activated.) [*] Legacy game fields: updated description \/ removed other POI factions and ships[*] Updated other space game fields (removed very old Zirax Stations)[*] Updated all space play fields: Only vessels and bases of the territory owner (and those allowed in their territories) should appear; Drones\/Dronebase has not yet been changed (need new code). [\/list] REGISTRATION[list][*] Now showing the fill level for the planet's
resources (also in other playfields)[*] Optimization for loading less data on aperture[*] Icon added for teleportation and station services if the framework supports OTHER[\/list][list][*] Updated (random) standard multiplayer setting (does not offer tutorial or story mission!) [*] Allowing proximity logging now on placeable terrain (f.e. auto miners or survival builders)[*] Resistance to voxel resource drill: Titan now \medium\, Sathium now \hard\ (has been reversed before)[*] The scanner adjusted delay a bit, so as they should popup a bitter better
synchronized with the graphic effect of the scanner (only on the planet)[*] Dialog System Window: Source swapped for main text and response options for our standard UI source, reduced default font size[*] HUD objects: Z rating and dark background to improve the The player drone can now generate drone configuration and vessel Admin[*] AI in yaml configuration will be filtered according to the allowance of the world faction[*] I have adjusted some prefabricated NPC to better support the arrow of dialogue [*] Rework of Marketplace to
work with DB[\/list]POI[list][*] Added Progenitor artifacts to more playfields[*] Added: Nina Outpost (Pirates), Xenu Fuel Depot T1 (Zirax); thx for for Zirax updated: Epsilon Com Center, Epsilon Defense 1; thx to vermillion[*] Added Kriel: Vectrum, Turrim Alveo; Kriel Center updated; thx for jrandall[*] Updated Trader: Added new TraderDefenseHQ POI to defend TRADERMain's OV-hole space[*] Added OPV placeholder for Kriel and Traders Guild[*] Updated: Hoverbike Tutorial, UCH Dart, Epsilon Defense II (thx to vermillion)[*] Updated:
Outpost Nina (Pirates) &amp; Xenu Fuel Depot (thx to sulusdacor)[\/list]MISSIONS[list][*] Tales of The Past: Optimized AlienTower interior lighting time[*] Totally dominated: Pirates fall to hostile when the base is discovered (they know you are coming from Polaris)[*] Ancient revelations: The Illmarien will be fully recoverable for those who complete the bugfixes[list][*] Fixed: Propellant heat area &amp; radiation misplaced when the ship is rotated[*] Fixed: PaxPurgatory and SkyGuy bars do not buy Platinum Bars[*] Fixed : Lock sector button
issues with non-galaxy mode games, and several other discrepancies with your status and distance stamp enabled. [*] Fixed dialogue arrow being positioned wrong in sitting SciFi NPC game[*] Fixed: Sometimes a COQ can trigger after tower fire[*] Fixed: Projectile towers hit[*] Fixed: Global seed does not work with fixed scenarios[*] Fixed: Duplicate exception to playfield name[*] Fixed: Robinson Protocol Decline leads to corrupted savegame[*] Fixed: Station Service money without services[*] Fixed: Pirate Territory contains no stars for
some seeds[*] Fixed: Two sentries at the base of the Hidden Pirate have not been destroyed Fixed: Cashing container can no longer be accessible on Abandoned Ship due to indestructible walkway[*] Fixed: The station service buttons have no text[*] Fixed: Door Corner 01 forcefield showing on one side when the door is closed[*Fixed[*Fixed : Wildlife Cam completing in 1st deposit found[*] Fixed: Repositioning of ships when entering a moon\/planet was not working when they were repositioned on moons or planets that were not located at
0,0,0[*] Fixed : Removal of the warp tank is not recognized by the CV as missing until the warp engaged resulting in CoQ[*] Fixed: Station interface: container correction: container correction fold not be filled correctly if mass\/active volume[*] Fixed problem that sometimes its own structures without a clone chamber\/medical compartment appeared as respawn option[*] Fixed: [MP] Public-faction teleportation trap base[*] Fixed: Jetpack shuts down after teleporting the planet into space[*] Fixed: Blocks placed in wrong places when using
pageup\/pagedown[*Fixed] : Blast Doors can get stuck and not fully open[*] Fixed: CoQ on dedi when doing command 'gents' console or the mod command request all structures[*] Fixed: Incorrect state of the target lock button when ctrl-clicking[*] Fixed: Sometimes the system map does not open correctly by double-clicking the galaxy map[*] Fixed : Legacy planets appearing outside Legacy territory[*] Fixed: Fixed: old savegame compatibility[*] Fixed: DroneBases, PlanetVesselBases &amp; Drones \/ PV missing[*] Fixed: No ammunition
display for turrets in vessels[*] Fixed problem that asteroid fields were not created in territory areas[*] Possible fix for sporadic DB exception when changing playfields[\/list]Fixed: Station service cost button text blinking,commentcount:39,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_848946987_1591809327_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2445965459165377058,event_gid:2382915044637213431,voteupcount:682,votedowncount:5},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2445965459165377058,rtime32_last_modified:1604886051,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1591809328,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:682,votes_down:5,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1635292137552248923,gidfeature2:2445965459165377058},{gid:2230917925402011143,clan_steamid:103582791439059554 event_name :Alpha 12 Experimental - Fase 5,event_type:28,appid:383120,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1591196460,rtime32_end_time:015912000000,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198142988813,last_update_steamid:76561198142988813, event_notes:ver anúncio 12Experimental - Phase
5,posttime:15911196477,updatetime:1591196477,body:[h3]Hi Galactic Survivalists! [\/h3] The public release of Alpha 12 is getting closer. For those who asked: Expect this to happen around mid-June! No liability assumed, of course :D[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/9538146\/22bb154671b38770af937749e94af186e8c0f.jpg[\/img]Said this, Phase 5 Experimental is adding one of the latest features related to the new galaxy: Station Services.Station Services will allow you to replenish fuel and pentaxid, replenish your ammo, repair your vessel
or quickly load your shields in exchange for credits. To test how this will work, visit the Polaris Trading Station on the starting planet Temperate. When in range, open the Control Panel (P) and find the new tab 2018Station Services. Keep in mind that this is a new feature addition. Prices are going to change. We also plan to add Station Services to more planetary and orbital structures by the next phase. For now, let us know what you think: https://\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/a12-exp-station-services.93655\/ :)Of course we also work in
the galaxy, the stars, the nebula - which are now also part of the orbital skybox! - and bugfixes. ;)Please find the full changelog added below. As usual:[list][*] Report bugs and issues only about [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/bugs.34\/]here[\/url][*] Any bug fixed for A12 can be found [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/tracking-filed.91\/]here[\/url][*] Known issues [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/... problems-troubleshooting themselves.47118\/#post-290341]List[\/url][*] Fixed trial bugs can be found
[url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/fixed.90\/]here[\/url][\/list]While the experimental phases last, we will continue to update [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/threads\/alpha-12-experimental-updates-and-hotfixes.92687\/]this post[\/url] with the latest trial version changelogs for hotfixes and bugfix intermediate patches. To discuss new and updated features, visit the threads posted on our forum [url=https:\/\/empyriononline.com\/forums\/experimental-features-discussion.35\/]Experimental Feedback forum[\/url]Have fun! :)==
CHANGELOG ==New 'STATION SERVICES' Feature When you are within range of a station (300m) that has station services enabled, open your vessel's control panel (P) and find the new Station Services tab. You can buy and replenish fuel, ammo and pentaxid, as well as repair your ship (repair-2-template!) and quickly load your shield - in case you have the necessary credits. The station services (and what services are offered) can be set individually for an orbital or planetary POI at the entrance playfield_static.yaml PROPERTIES. The
price is taken from a new parameter, defined in ItemsConfig.ecf. This base price can then be modified by factor factors the file playfield_static.yaml. Station services can be tested at polaris trading station on the starting planet Temperate. You can also find an example setting in your playfield file! Feedback line: /a12-exp-station-services.93655\/[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\/95381 46\/c2f64d1d57657dee412c4c76285acc619e3.jpg[[\/img]GALAXY[list][*] Now supporting 20 novice planets (ancient: 10)[*] Space: fading now nebulae if they
are farther than 50 LY until they disappear entirely at 250 LY distance[*] Galaxy Nebulae: changed from a single billboard to 'outdoor cloud' to allow star systems to be inside a nebula and show it 'around' the star field play system. More to come! [*] Moved the Territory of the NPC Legacy closer to the galaxy (now it must be within range of the warpdrive)[*] Space and distant stars: brightness and color adjusted (less bright and less saturated)[\/list][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\/9538146\/22bb15
46711b387370af937c749e94af186e8c0f.jpg[\/img]GAME WORLD[list][*] StarterMoon now a little more 'forgiven' + reduced presence of enemy drones[**Home Swamp: Added back 1 Anti-radiation ointment to the average difficulty starting escape capsule equipment [\/list]GAMEPLAY[list][*] Automatic classification of the item grid now combines stacks of the same item and goal type and saves the selected mode in savegame[*] Faction Plasma Shield Damage Increase NPC Towers (Green\/Red)[*] Add label to identify unmarked column for
Loot Id on the Devices for spawner pad configuration page[*] Fan blocks now also available in Small Builder[\/list]PDA\/MISSIONS\/POI[list][*] Offworld Grave : The records found can now be reread in the token console (intermediate workaround for now)[*] Offworld Grave: Added some 'gifts' near some of the consoles relevant to the story (mainly aimed at new players)[*] Tales of the Past: Prison should now generate more reliable (please test your seeds and report back if you don't!) [*] Story poi cores replaced by NPC Admin Cores: Control
Station (Minefield), With Array (Moon), Mainframe (Moon), Ilmarinen (minor updates too), Pirates Hidden Base[*] Added: Trader Defense outposts HQ-version (thx to sulusdacor)[*] Added\/Updated: Trader\/Polaris Gas Refineries (station orbit; thx a Kaeser)[*] Added more Progenitor Artifacts (thx a Fractalite)[*] Added new Pirates Main base variant (creator: Twibras: modified: Fractalite)[*] Added new Pirates CV for SpaceBaseDefense (Reworked by sulusdacor)[*] Updated: Polaris Asteroid Mining Station (History; to vermillion)[*] Added:
New version of Tales of the Past Alien Tower (thx to vermillion)[\/list]BUGFIXES[list][*] Fixed: PDA NearDeposit returns CoQ[*] Fixed: Old Scenarios\/legacies: Added another fix for solar systems that don't appear on the first connection to a dedicated server[*] Fixed: CoQ at the beginning when selecting the start of orbit for creative mode[*] Fixed : Shared markers when copied to other players list no longer persists after server restart[*] Fixed: The \Remove\ button in the \Add a map marker\ window is not working[*] Fixed: The ship controller
torque generated by the thrusters takes zero rotation capability when adding thrusters in some cases[*] Fixed: 'wipe poi' removing structures instead of regenerate them. [*] Fixed: 'wipe player' not removing player structures[*] Fixed: Infinite fuel access playback with faction \no' POIs[*] Fixed: Planet Info always shows 0 Source and doesn't work correctly[*] Fixed: Shared markers still appear after they expire. [*] Fixed: Offline chat messages not displayed if only stops in the main menu[*] Fixed: Faction messages not displayed in the chat log
until the player first opened the chat window[*] Fixed: The AIPV once generated does not move or \Patrol\[*] Fixed: Remove button for bookmark dialog does not work[*] Fixed: serves on NPC Spawner for a LOT of POIs (thx vermillion!) [*] Fixed: Several issues and exceptions when starting the Base Attack scenario. [*] Fixed: double occurrence of structures that were taken by players. [*] Fixed: Wrong selection on reopening. [*] Fixed: wrong distance calculation sometimes[\/list],commentcount:51,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_969847436_1591230000_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2293968330855127329,event_gid:2230917925402011143,voteupcount:661,votedowncount:13},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2293968330855127329,rtime32_last_modified:1604886055,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1591230000,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:661,votes_down:13,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1635292137552248923,gidfeature2:2293968330855127329}] data-partnereventadjacents=[{announcementGID:4232772498097392340,adjacents:[2885075283600445817,4360001904745191178,2729697292066450267,4232772498097392340,2382915044654299552,2382915044637213432,2230917925402011144]}] data-uservotes=[] data-metadatainfo={clanid:0,clan_event_gid:}&gt; data-metadatainfo={clanid:0,clan_event_gid:}&gt;
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